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We wrote something!! (Mark Guther, Andrea 
Gaugl, Scott Stepenuck) The following are all haiku 
verses. The webster definition for a haiku is as follows: 

haikuhi-ku n. an unrhymed verse form of 
Japanese origin having three lines containing usually 
5, 7, and 5 syllables respectively. 

In the pronunciation thing ie the ki-ku the i 
should have a horizontal bar over it and the u should 
have two dots(umlout) over it. 

Here we go with the flow of creativity .... 

a caving helmet 
necessary annoying 
keeps rocks off your head 

a caving helmet 
place to store burned out cave lamp 
or make a fire ball 

a caving helmet 
if it makes it, I make it 
if not, then I'm stuck 

IOCA Lake George 
see Member at  Large go nuts 
Square Dance your brains out 

IOCA Square Dance 
have Fun and look like a Fool 
and slip in the Mud 

IOCA Exec. Sec. 
watch him Fly into Lake George 
looks like a Drowned Rat 

IOCA Spring Break 
we go down south to find snow 
Mud, Wet, Cold, Cave, Fun 

Hypothermia 
BODY TEMPERATURE drops 
Run and Strip at  cars 

Follow Directions 
Go up hill? on left(?) after pines? 
You Find??? Schoharie 

When Friday night comes 
put on old clothes for the mud 
Slither into ground 

Not on the ceiling 
is the bat Sleeping or Dead? 
Squashed with hand for sure 

Ballroom dance in Cave 
Jitterbug, Waltz, Rhumba, Swing 
rock step on a rock 

Cave Vertically 
Don't want to do Air Rappel? 
Don't look at  rope 

Denny's ... They love us 
Kick out people for our seat 
They ask about eggs 
................................... 
--Outing Club Dissapointments- 

Winter Mountaineer 
Carry Snowshoes all day long 
watch the Green Grass Grow 

Tennie's Tkiumph, Deetes 
Jen goes completely wrong way 
Scott, Andy, Mark, not pleased 

On top of Bromley 
the sky is Blue and quite Clear 
so Scott is not here 

Splash and Drip get wet 
Wave takes canoe and goes flip 
Paddle sent later 

Temporarily 
Imobilized, Jessica 
in and out the Crack 

at  Weak in the Woods 
Patrice takes a long, long walk 
Can't hear with ear muffs 
.................................. 



The Fallacy of First Aid Training 

So, you are leading your first ROC trip up Mount Marcy. Climbing up the steep summit cone one of 
your party slips, tumbling down the rock face into a boulder. Fortunately you remember what RICE, 
AMPLE, SOAP, ABC's, and LOC stand for and are able to quickly determk that your victim has 
only suffered a dislocated shoulder. Now what was that you learned in SOLO? Oh yeah, TIL! But wait, 
when you touch the arm your victim writhes in pain. Gosh, when you pull, he pulls back. Now that's 
not how it went! How can you get the leverage you need? Why won't this thing go back like they 
showed in class? What kind of training did they give you? 

That last question really hits on an important aspect of first aid training, especially the training 
required for ROC leadership. To explain this statement, I would like to go through some of the more 
important things I learned from SOLO. 

First aid courses (including Standard First Aid (SFA) and CPR) are designed for situations where the 
victim is within and hour of full medical help. This is not necessarily applicable to wilderness 
situations. You will have difficulty treating severe problems successfully with these techniques. For 
instance, CPR supports circulation when the heart stops. Heart stoppage is generally caused by: heart 
disease or injury, loss of blood, hypothennia, electrocution, or suffocation. In the wilderness, you only 
have hope of success if your victim suffered from one of the latter two problems. Even then, these 
problems call for further medical treatment which you can not provide. There have been plenty of 
cases where a revived victim has succumbed to complications. 

As you learn in SOLO, SFA in the wilderness may be insufficient to prevent further damage due to 
loss of circulation, or other problems. I have always found SFA to provide common sense techniques 
for treating minor injuries. Major ones require further training. 

This gets us back to our initial scenario. So, you thought you were trained in SOLO? Well, you were 
introduced to some techniques that a Wilderness First Responder might use. Such a person would have 
on the order of 100 hours of training, including EMT certification; not the 16 hours you got. Did you 
know that even fully trained EMT's often fail to perform CPR and SFA correctly on recertification? 
And you think you will perform advanced techniques conectly in a real lift situation? 

l'his doesn't mean I t h i i  SOLO is all bad. In a desperate situation it is good to know of a possible 
solution Unf-ly this leads to one more point I want to cover: over confidence. Having taken the 
courses, you might think your best action is to perform some procedure you have seen once or twice. 
The reason EMT's don't set bones or reduce dislocations is that advance procedures such as these can 
make things worse as easy as make them better. There have been studies in the caving community that 
have shown in general that victims are better off if their friends wait for properly lrahed medical 
practitioners instead of performing first aid 

So, what should the club first aid policy be? CPR, SFA and SOLO do provide useful information, 
especially to people not exposed to fmt aid. Should they be required for leadership? I think not. A 
leader should grasp the fundamental concepts of first aid and when and when not to use the techniques. 
There are many other ways of gaining these abilities. If the club wants to expect its leaders to be able 
to perform wilderness first aid, then it should require proper training. This means full EMT 
certScation at the minimum. If the club wants its leaders to be able to react to a situation, then! those 
leaders should meet certain skills requirements, just as they do in the particular activities. I suggest the 
ROC first aid policy should list certain fust aid skills that leaders should be familiar with. Requiring 
ceMcation suggests the leaders are properly trained, which I maintain they are not. 

Eric Kirchner 
kirche@rpi.edu 



RICE = Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation 
SOAP = Subjective, Objective, Assessment, Plan 
ABC's = Airway, Breathing, Circulation, C-spine 
LOC = Level Of Consciousness 
TIL = Tension In Line 
AMPLE = Alergies, Medications, Previous injury or illness, Last meal. Events leading to crisis 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE- 

Due to a recent election meeting, the E-comm is now filled with a whole new group of exciting and 
dynamic club members. In order to get you better aquainted with these very exciting and dynamic 
people, I have put together a short table (Figure 1.1) to show some of their exciting and dynamic 
characteristics: 

Figure 1.1: EXCITING AND DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW ROC 
E-COMM 

NAME POSITION EXCITING/ FLOSSES FAVORITE CONTAGIOUS 
DYNAMIC REGULARLY SKIN AILMENT 

- 
ERIC WESTERVELT PRESIDENT EXCITING YES LEPROSY 

LAEL TOLLEY VICE PRES DYNAMIC NO SCABIES 

SCOTT STEPENUCK EQUIP. CHAIR DYNAMIC YES MANGE 

EMILY HARRIS TREASURER EXCITING YES HIVES 

PATRICE MALISZEWSKI SECRETARY DYNAMIC NO TRENCH FOOT 

DON LUSSIER M.A.L. DYNAMIC NO MANGE 

BRIAN MOORE . CAIRN ED. EXCITING NO JUNGLE ROT 

As you can see, the dynamics and nonflossers slightly edged out the exciting and flossers this year. And 
as always, in a long standing ROC tradition, mange is once again the most favored contagious skin 
ailment among the E-comrn members. Congratulations and good luck in your new positions. 



The Canoe 

By Scott Stepenuck 

The canoe is a technology that was developed in North h r i c a  by the Amxican indians. It provided 
transportation in the smaller broken up waters in that part of the World. The canoe is a very versatile boat 
that can be adapted to many different situations. It can carry a good cargo load for the amount that it 
weighs. 

The Social Construction of the Canoe 

Using the model of the Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) introduced by Bijker, I will follow the 
&velopment of the canoe. Many soda  groups have helped to shape the canoe. The modem canoe has been 
remodeled from so many different designs that there are close to a thousand different hull designs 
available on the market at any one time. I will not try to follow the construction of each of these designs, 
but will show what qualities ,were developed for some of the different social groups. The canoe started out 
as a means of transportation for the indians. The fmt canoe was probably the dugout. 

The Dugout 

The dugout canoe was probably the fmt type of canoe made. To make a dugout canoe, a tree of suitable 
size is selected, and chopped or bumed down. When I say burned down, that is a controlled burn at the 
base of the tree, so it will fall down. The top is cut off, and the outside is roughly shaped while the inside 
is bumed and removed. Once again, this is a controlled burning used to remove large amounts of wood. 
Oddly, once the canoe is starting to take shape, many holes are drilled through it. These holes are used to 
gauge the thickness of the hull. Once the canoe is the desired size, the holes are plugged with wooden 
plugs. The canoe is then f'111ed with hot water. The water is kept hot by adding hot rocks frequently. The 
hot water softens the wood, and makes it more pliable. The sides of the canoe are stretched apart at the 
top, and held apart by shaped rods called thwarts. The thwarts are held in place by the fo re  of the wood 
pulling back together. The thwarts make the boat wider at the center, and themfore much more stable than 
a round boat. When the center of the boat is ma& wider, it also forces the front and back of the boat to Ilft 
up a little. This height of the bow and stern relative to the center is called rocker. The more rocker a boat 
has tbe easier it is to tum, and therefore the hardex it is to track in a straight line. The hull was usually 
made so that the bow of the canoe was the bottom of the tree. This was because the wood at the bottom of 
the tree is denser than at the top of the tree, and with a single indian sitting in the back of the canoe, the 
&m wood in the front of the canoe ma& the canoe xi& trim - that is almost level in the water. After 
the basic hull is made, special attachments are made. OAen there are decorative bow and stem cones that 
serve to break large waves and keep them from coming into the boat. The dugout was used for 
transportation in a certain area or body of water. Dugouts are very heavy as far as canoes go, and were 
rarely poataged, or wried any distance. (Duubar, 21) (Ruts~16-18XOlsm,68-71) The dugout canoe 
allowed the Mans to travel easily across the water. It allowed the movement of large amomts of cargo 
from place to place with little elfort. It was found useful for hunting, to get to the hunting area, and to 
return to the camp with the animals they killed. Canoes became a part of We fur the Mans. It was 
recognized that the canoe would be very useful if it weighed less, and could be carried as well as paddled. 
Soon this idea led to the bark canoe. 

The Bark Canoe 

The most common bark canoe is the biihbark canoe. The birchbark canoe was considerably lighm than 
the dugout canoe. It basically consisted of a frame over which the bark is laid The bark would be peeled 
off the me using a knife. It would be taken in strips about the height of the indian.(Dunbar,22) The bark 
could be ma& pliable by the application of heat - taking care not to burn the bark! (American Boys 
Handy Book) The frame and the bark were sewn together using split roots. Then the seams were sealed 
using a mixture of six parts resin (sap from a &mus tree), one part animal fat, and one part charcoal. 
The fat added plasticity and the charcoal added body. (Rutstrum, 23) The indians were already making 



great use of the materials they had available to them. It was easy to repair the bark canoe because the 
necessary materials can be found along most bodies of water in North America. It was necessary to check 
the canoes frequently and keep them in good repair. (McDonald, Mackenzie's Journal) The biihbark 
canoe was made in a large range of sizes - anywhere from about ten to sixty feet in length! The longer 
canoes were used on the ocean. It was not uncommon to have eight or more men paddling the boats. The 
boats could easily be lifted out of the water and transported long distances over land between waterways. 
The smaller canoes were generally solo canoes used by indians to go trapping or hunting. There were four 
common sizes of canoes generally used by the indians. The Voyageur or Montreal was around thirty-six 
feet long and five feet wide. The North was the next size down, it was considerably smaller than the 
Montreal, but still a large boat by today's standards. There were canoes smaller than the North, but larger 
than the "Indian" which was the solo trapping size. These canoes were called bastards - a aoss between 
the North and the Indian. I would say that this "bastard is probably the most commonly used type of 
canoe today! I guess this would make sense for shorter canoe trips. Today canoeing is done more for 
recreation than transportation, so the mid-size canoe is perfed for carrying supplies for a wilderness trip. 
No need to hold a ton or more of cargo, but the need is there to hold a few hundred pounds, and still be sea 
worthy. Europeans started to explore the Americas, and found travel to be very difficult. Theii boats were 
not suited to the types of water encountered in the Ameaicas, and the travel by foot was very slow and 
tedious. Large amounts of cargo could not easily be transported over land. The europeans soon discovered 
the biichbark canoe, and traded the indians for these very versatile boats. 

Exploration 

Large scale exploration was done using the birchbark canoe. Lakes and rivers of nearly all sizes were 
navigable by the biichbark canoe. Where the waterways were not navigable, the canoes could be wried to 
the next suitable body of water. With the use of the stars for navigation, fairly good maps of unexplored 
country were made. It was fairly difficult to made completely accurate maps from the water. Islands can 
easily be mistaken for mainland, and small areas between islands can be mistaken as rivers. Distance is 
easily misjudged. If the weather is bad, visibility is low, and landmarks are difficult to find. So with all 
these factors maps are bound to be off a bit. Usually on these explorations a daily journal was kept by the 
leader of the expedition. This journal should contain any information the leader feels was important. It 
should defmitely contain the approximate direction and distance traveled that day. Other things I noticed 
were what the hunters/trappers/f~shers caught for the day, and any natives that were met along the way. 
(McDonald, Mackenzie's Journal) 

Wood Canoes 

Wood canoes are the first of the more modern day canoes. These canoes were made of many thin strips of 
wood, bent to the desired shape, and s m e d  in place. Very intricate hull designs were possible, and could 
be made very lightweight. Once the canoes are put together, they were usually coated with some type of 
protective paint. The trend soon changed to wood-and-canvas canoes, where the hull was covered by a 
piece of canvas. The canvas would be stre€ched tight over the hull, and then coated to be made waterproof. 
The canvas served to p r o m  the wood from abrasion, and weather, and also helped to hold the hull 
together. Wood boats are still made today, and are some of the lightest and most responsive boats on the 
market. A stripper is a wooden canoe made by many hobbyists today. Many people start out by using a kit, 
and build their own cedar strip canoe. After building one from a kit it is not too dMcult to make your 
own design, and build one by yourself. In fact, this is a common way to design new canoe hulls - make a 
stripper with the desired hull design, and then make a mold from the wooden boat, and manufacture 
plastic hulled boats with the same shape! This is how my kevlar canoe was made! I have actually used the 
original wooden prototype of the kevlar canoe I now own. 

Modern Materials 

The fmt lightweight non-wooden canoes were probably aluminum. Aluminum canoes can be made fairly 
lightweight, at a fairly low price. Aluminum canoes are generally hard to shape, limiting them to fairly 
simple canoe design. The base has to have a keel of some sort for support. A keel is good to help a canoe to 
track well - that is, go in a straight line. It also serves to protect the bottom of the canoe from abrasion. 



Unfortunately, in the process, it require. about 314 of an inch more water to float. It does not turn very 
well, so it is dimcult to use in rapids. Aluminum is known to stick to rocks, so once again alumhub is 
bad in rapids. Being a metal hull, it generally conducts heat away from the paddler, especially when 
canoeing in frigid waters. &minum canoes are very loud. Every wave that hits is heard, and if the paddle 
slips and hits the boat, it sounds like someone is ringing a large bell! Generally aluminum canoes are 
equipped with flotation in the ends which make the boat float high and upright when it is swamped. Soon 
fiberglass canoes started showing up. The first fiberglass canoes were actually what are called wood-glass 
canoes. A wooden canoe would be reinforced with fiberglass, similar to the use of canvas. This added a 
great deal of strength and protection to the wooden boat. There are two types of fiberglass canoes. One 
type uses long hairs of fibers mixed with a plastic resin, and spread evenly over a mold This is called 
chopper gun. These canoes are easily damaged, but easily repaired. The largest problem with them is that 
they weigh a lot! Usually these canoes are relatively cheap. The second type of fiberglass uses fiberglass 
cloth, with the resin coated onto it. These canoes can be made fairly strong, and lightweight. The cloth can 
be laid different thicknesses in Wering areas of stress. Both types of fiberglass can be shaped fairly 
easily. The plastic acts as an insulator, so the water doesn't suck away quite as much heat. The plastic is 
fairly hard, so it can be loud if hit with the paddle, but is considerably more quiet than an aluminum 
canoe. Kevlar is similar to fiberglass, but much stronger, and much lighter. Kevlar is about five times as 
strong as steel by weight. It is a cloth, like fiberglass cloth, coated with a similar plastic resin. Kevlar is 
very hard to damage, but fairly easy to patch if it is damaged Kevlar is frequently used in racing canoes, 
both flatwater and whitewater. Most modem bullet proof jackets are made of kevlar. The major 
drawbacks to kevlar are the price, and the sound. If hit, kevlar sounds like a bell - it still insulates fairly 
well, but it is very hard. I have seen kevlar canoes that have been literally wrapped around rocks, and 
popped right back into shape! Royalex is a trade name given to Acrylonitrile Butadiene-Styrene (ABS) by 
the company that invented it (I believe it was Old Town Canoe). Royalex is the ultimate material for 
whitewater boats. It is virtually indestructible, I say virtually because I have managed to put a hole in an 
ABS boat before! ABS canoes are generally made by making a sandwich with vinyl, ABS, foam, ABS, 
vinyl. The ABS provides the strength, the foam provides flotation, and the vinyl provides protection. 
Being plastic, the worst enemy is the sun! The vinyl protects the ABS, so it doesn't &grade too quickly. I 
have seen many ABS canoes with "character marks" from W i g  wrapped at some time around a rock. 
ABS is commonly used for rental canoes because it is so indestructible. ABS is more expensive than 
aluminum or fiberglass, but less expensive than kevlar or the lighter canoes. ABS weighs about the same 
as a fiberglass cloth canoe - fairly light ABS is difficult to repair, if you can hurt it! Polyethylene 
canoes are becoming more common. These canoes are much cheaper than ABS, yet have most of the same 
qualities. The main difference is that the polyethylene weighs more, and is harder to repair. I think the 
liMe extra weight is not too bad for the decrease in price. F i y  we have the hi-tech stuff. There are 
composites using graphite and nylon. These cost incredible amounts of money, but are incredibly light and 
strong! They can be formed into all sorts of neat shapes. Generally these are used only for racing 
canoes.(CanoeSecember 1991.52) 

Hull Design 

Every different use needs a merent hull &sign. When the indians developed the bark canoes, they had 
several sizes. They also experhwnted with different shapes. In the modern day, canoes come in many 
different shapes, sizes and colors. A sportsman would probably like a fairly quiet, light, stable canoe, and 
not care too much about how fast it goes. This would lead them to a fairly short, very wide canoe, 
something a racer would call a bathtub. A whitewater enthusiast would want a boat that is very 
maneuverable, and wilf fare well in heavy rapids. Whitewater canoes are genedly very deep, fairly 
narrow, with blunt ends, and a lot of rocker. The lake cruiser would like a boat that can go in a straight 
line, can take heavy waves, and can move fairly quickly across the water. Generally lake cruisers are very 
long, with a shallow v or a keel in the hull, fairly straight keel line - little rocker, and fairly deep, 
Finally, you have the tripper - the person who wants to do a little of everything, and carry a load at the 
same time! A good boat for this person would be long with a little bit of rocker, a shallow v hull, and very 
deep. Now that I've thrown all these terms at you, let me explain them. I'll start with rocker. This is 
usually referred to as the shape of the keel line. If you follow the centerline of the boat from the bow to 
the stem. and look at it sideways, it will give you the shape of the keel line. In a boat with a lot of rocker, 
this will be a &ftnite arch (usually a whitewater canoe). In a canoe with no rocker this will be a straight 



line (usually a lake cruiser). Then there are varying degrees in between, such as a straight keel line in the 
middle of the boat, and curved at the ends, to try to get the best of both worlds.(Canoe,51) The length of 
the canoe is measured from the farthest forward point to the farthest back point. The width has several 
values. The beam is the widest point from gunwale to gunwale. The other width that really matters is the 
maximum width at the waterline - this determines how stable the boat is. This is generally measured at a 
depth of four inches. The depth of the canoe is generally given at the bow, the center and the stern. The 
bow and stern are generally higher to help break oncoming waves. Freeboard is the important depth - 
that is, how much depth there is Erom the waterline to the edge of the gunwale when the canoe is loaded. 
Some say this should be at least six to eight inches. The cross section of the canoe is also important. This is 
usually looked at af the widest part of the boat. If you look at the bow from in front of the canoe or the 
stern from behind the canoe, you will see the cross section. Below the waterline the cross section can be 
flat, shallow arch, rounded-vee, shallow-vee, or deep-vee. These are shaped exactly how they sound. The 
flat bottom boat generally has a lot of primary stability. This means that the boat isn't too "tippy". It tends 
to keep the boat parallel with the water - which can throw the paddler off balance in large waves. The 
shallow arch is "tippy". It is very responsive, and fast, but can place the unsuspecting paddler into the 
water. The vee bottoms are compromises between the flat and arched bottoms. Usually the vee bottoms 
track very well. Above the waterline, the sides of the canoe can come sttaight up, they can flare out, or 
they can curve back in (tumblehome). A canoe with flare has a lot of secondary stability, meaning that it is 
dmcult to flip all the way over. Canoes with tumblehome are often easier to paddle because you can hold 
the paddle closer to the canoe.(Canoe,51) The bow and stem of the canoe can have several shapes as well. 
Looking from the side view, the canoe has several possible shapes. The canoe most people think of is the 
guides canoe that has a m e d ,  and raised bow and stern. This is called a recurved stem. If the front is 
curved, but the curve is still pointing forward when it stops, it is called a forward stem. If the end is just 
straight up and down, this is called a plumb stem.(Canoe,50) These are the modern types of ends. There 
was an interesting design called the Kootenay Canoe which used the rocker to get the ends a little out of 
the water, and then brought the end back toward the center at a forty-five degree angle. This gave the 
canoe some of the qualities of a kayak, which made it perform very well in rough water! It was 
unfortunately awkward to paddle because you ended up closer to the center of the canoe than the 
ends.(Rutstmm,l8-20) Looking down from above the canoe, the ends have several shapes. They go from 
blunt rounded edges in whitewater canoes to very sharp edges in flatwater racing canoes. Canoes are also 
made with square stems for the purpose of using an outboard motor. It is however probably more Hicient 
to use a regular canoe with a motor mount to the side. This way the steering handle is accessible, and the 
hydrodynamics of the boat in the water will not be adversely effected(Rutstmm.32). The entire hull can be 
shaped differently as seen from the top view. It can be symmetrical, meaning the boat is the same shape in 
front of the center thwart as it is behind the center thwart, and the left and right sides of the canoe look the 
same. It can be asymmetrical, maybe having a point behind the center thwart wider than the canoe is at the 
center. (Canoe, 51) There are some flatwater boats that are shaped like a long skinny triangle. They are flat 
on one side, and flare out on the other. These are generally solo canoes, and the paddler heels on only 
knee, and paddles on the triangle side of the boat. The uneven drag causes the boat to maintain a straight 
line instead of turning away from the side the paddler is paddling on, removing the need to rudder at the 
end of each stroke. 

Propulsion 

Canoes are generally propelled by poles, paddles, sail or a motor. The most common is probably the 
paddle. Each of these devices has certain types of water that it is best suited for. There are also several 
ways of using each device. The pole was probably the fvst thing used to propel a canoe. In shallow rivers, 
the pole could be used to push off the ground, and could move the canoe both up and down stream. Poles 
usually ranged from ten to fourteen feet in length. Depending on the size of the canoe, and the 
coordination of the operators, anywhere from one to four people, can pole - maybe more. In the cargo 
canoes, going upstream was a lot of work. They would use four people to pole. Starting as far forward in 
the boat as possible, two people would plant their poles - one on each side. They would then walk to the 
back of the boat. Then two other people would plant their poles at the front of the boat, and start walking 
to the back as the first two go back to the front of the boat to continue the cycle. With the pole planted, 
walking to the back of the boat pushes the boat up the rapid.(Dunbar,39-40) As canoes get smaller, poling 
is usually done either tandem or solo. Using the traditional style of poling, the poler would always pole 



off the same side of the boat, using the same end of the pole. The poles were usually made of wood, and 
could be fitted with an iron shoe to keep the end from "brooming". Now the poler stayed stationary in the 
boat, and pushed with his weight. The pole would be planted at about a forty-five degree angle, and then 
pushed. Going upstream in a stiff current, the poler would walk his hands up the pole, thereby moving the 
canoe forward.(Rutstrum,68-70) In modem poling, when done in tandem, which is rare, the bow person 
uses a shorter pole, and steers the canoe, maintaining the bow position. When going up stream, if the bow 
gets more than a few degrees from pointing directly upstream, the canoe will get turned sideways to the 
m n t .  The stem person then provides the forward power. For going downstream, or going on flatwater, 
both polers can provide power or steer. The difficulty of poling tandem is not to get set off balance by the 
other person standing in the canoe. Modem poling is usually done solo. The poles are generally twelve feet 
long, and both ends of the pole are used. In racing, hollow aluminum poles with a spike at each end are 
commonly used. The poler stands about a foot behind the center of the canoe, lifting the bow slightly. The 
polers feet are placed where the floor rolls up to the sides of the canoe, with both feet the same distance 
from the center thwart. As opposed to having both feet at the centerline of the canoe, facing to one side. 
The poler is now facing forward, and can pole on either side of the boat, using either side of the pole. Very 
heavy rapids can be ascended, or descended using poling. The pole can also be used on flatwater, or water 
deeper than the pole is long. The pole is actually long enough to act as a descent paddle, although it is only 
one and a quarter inches in diameter, there is four feet under water. Using a kayak type stroke in flat 
water, a solo polex can easily keep up with a tandem paddled canoe!(Ro&,l-4) The paddle came along 
quickly after the pole. Why not get more of a push with each stroke? Many different sizes and shapes of 
paddles have been produced. The blade of the paddle can assume many different shapes. The indians 
generally used a wooden paddle with an oval shaped blade that t a p e d  into the shaft of the paddle. They 
also had special ocean type paddles that had a diamond shaped blade, and a river paddle with a V in the end 
of the blade so that when they tried to push off of something, instead of having the paddle slip off the 
object, it would slide to the center of the paddle, and stay on it! Poling with a paddle is however not 
suggested, the paddles are not generally made to be poled with, and will split if used that way too often 
Modern paddle blades are frequently rectangular in shape providing a large surface area. (Olson, 67-71) If 
you look at a paddle as it goes through its full stroke, you will notice that it is only pushing directly 
against the paddle blade for a short period of the stroke. It is very common to see bent paddles today. That 
is the shaft is bent just above the blade so that the blade will ride square in the water for most of the 
stroke, thereby providing more power for every stroke! The main problem with the bent paddle is that it is 
mcult to rudder with. It is frequently used in races, and the steering is accomplished by switching the 
side on which the paddle is used frequently. When the paddle is used in recreation or tripping, it is 
generally used only by the bow paddler, who provides mostly power and little steering.(Heed and 
Mansfield, 36) Paddles are made of many different materials. Wooden paddles are still preferred by many. 
There are plastic paddles, aluminum paddles, graphite or carbon paddles. A very common white water 
paddle has a plastic hand grip and blade with an aluminum shaft. Sailing was done by the indians, and is 
still used today. Little effort was made to try to tack with the canoe, it is generally only sailed down wind. 
(Ohn,72) If two canoes can be lashed together with long poles, such that the bows are four feet apart, and 
the stems are six feet apart. This ,keeps water from building up between the canoes and sloshing over the 
gunwales. The effect is a very stable catamaran. A tarp can be held around the paddles of the bow 
paddlers, and the stem paddlers can merely steer. This catamaran setup can also be used in rough waters. 
(Rutrum, 60) Using a motor is a way of handl'ig rough weather or just being a little lazy. The canoe can 
eithm have a motor mount or can have a square back. It is generally mcult to steer the canoes with the 
square back, since it is fairly n m w ,  and difficult to turn around that far. When using a motor it is 
sometimes better to set the motor in a straight position, and lock it there, then steer with a paddle. This is 
especially true when using the motor in reverse to provide a backpaddling effect when descending rapids. 
(Rutstrum, 31-34) 

Uses of the Canoe 

The canoe has a lot of interpretative flexibility. Canoes can be used by shipping companies to transport 
goods to remote places. The Voyageurs used them for fur trading. The Hudson Bay Company paid people 
to deliver goods to Canada. Canoes have consistently been used for hunting and fishing. Most wildlife 
needs water to survive, so what better way to find wildlife than by canoe? Canoes are used for 
transportation. They provide a quick way to get from point A to point B. Some people use them to relax as 



they canoe across a lake. The whitewater enthusiast brings the canoe into water with a strong current, and 
attempts to navigate the rapids without capsizing! The canoes are raced, both in flatwater and whitewater. 
In modern times the canoe is used to make a connection with the past. Wilderness can still be found with 
the canoe. Many people enjoy canoe camping, and extended canoe trips. The uses for the canoe are truly 
endless. 

Conclusion 

The canoe has been designed and redesigned, and now has many shapes and sizes. Each new design was 
pressured by some social group. Although some designs have come and gone, the basic canoe has stayed 
intact. Society has shaped the canoe into what it is today. 
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Which way to Giant? 

by Brian Moore 

It was 8:30 by the time we fmally started hiking. We had left Troy late, then, since we were not 
planning on coming back down the same trail we were going up, needed some extra time to move one 
of the cars to the other trailhead. While waiting for the drivers to return, another group started up the 
trail ahead of us. The trail had already been broken by a couple of groups who had gone in on previous 
days, so it didn't look like we'd be breaking trail. We started out wearing hiking boots, expecting 
another "winter" mountaineering trip where it would be 40 degrees and the snowshoes, crampons, and 
ice axes would just be extra weight that would never leave our backpacks. Only the 40 degrees part of 
that would turn out to be accurate. 

Up and up the trail goes. Then it gets very steep and very narrow, more like bushwhacking. "When's 
the last time anyone saw a trail marker?" someone asks. It had been a long time. But since the path 
ahead was already beaten do- and was going in more or less the right direction (up) we decided we 
didn't want to backtrack and then have to break trail. 

We eventually (after going up a couple of very steep bits, and through some dense trees) got to the top 
of a knoll where we had a view. "See that lake way down there?" someone asks. "We were supposed to 
walk right by it." But at least at this point we were able to determine exactly where we were, and plot 
a course to where we wanted to be. We headed off the ho l l  down to a col, with another knoll in front 
of us which we wanted to be on the other side of. So, we couid go around left, around right, or aver. 
There was a beaten path going left and right We had been passing and getting passed by the group that 
started ahead of us. They passed us and went left. Going left was the shortest route back to the trail, but 
it involved going down, then a longer route climbing back up. I decided I wanted to go right, which 
would be a shorter distance to a point further up the trail, and would not require any needless descent 
then r e c l i i i g .  And besides, the group ahead of us included someone I had been to a lot of 
orienteering meets with, and almost always finished ahead of. So it would be sort of fun to take a short 
cut and get ahead of him. But you know what they say about short cuts. 

I somehow convinced the group to go right, and we started following the beaten path around the knoll. 
But then the path didn't curve left, like it should have to go around the hill. It just kept going straight, 
which was not the d i t i o n  we wanted to go. So, it was time to start breaking trail. A couple of steps 
off the beaten path were sufficient to convince us that snowshoes would be a great idea here. Everyone 
put on snowshoes, and we took a few steps before one fell off of someone's foot. We stopped for them 
to rtattach it Then took a few more steps, and a shoe came off of someone else's foot We stopped and 
they r&fachcd i t  Eventually everyone figured out that they had to be tied on really tightly, and then 
we only had to stop every few minutes to reattach one. After perhaps 15 minutes (it could have been 
less, but it felt like a lot longer) of bushwhacking and trail-breaking, we stopped for a driuk I was 
convinced that everyone must have though that I was crazy by now for a couple of reasons: wc hadn't 
seen anything even resembling a landmark (I was content with contour lines and a compass reading) 
since we left the col, and I'd been breaking trail tbrough quite a bit of snow since we left the beaten 
path. I was beginning to agree with them. But I was also really enjoying it (though I would have greatly 
preferred a map more detailed than the 1:62,500 one I had.) In order to gain a little more time to show 
that I did actually h o w  where we were and where we were going (I hoped) I announced that we would 
hit the trail within 5 minutes. I was greatly relieved when, 5 minutes later, we hit the trail. It turned 
out that the other group was now further ahead of us. Oh well. But I'm still convinced that our route 
was sh-, it was just slower due to breaking trail and all the snowshoe blowouts we had to stop for. 

The trail was steep, and there was a layer of ice under the snow, so we switched from snowshoes to 
crampons. And we actually got to use our ice axes to climb short icy bits. Eventually we came to a sign 
indicating that the trailhead we had started at w& 2 miles away. We had left there 5 hours ago. This 
was also the junction where we would take a different trail down, after getting back from the summit. 



The trail down was not broken. We continued on to the summit, where we had some great views (yes, 
it was the Adirondacks, but we actually got a view.) On the way back down, one of the people in the 
other group, which was now behind us, caught up to Ed, who was last in our group. He asked him if his 
pack didn't feel lighter. When Ed asked why, the guy held up the sleeping bag that had fallen off Ed's 
pack a little ways back. 

We got back to the trail junction where we were supposed to turn off to go down the other trail, The 
other tail was a mile longer than the one to the trailhead where we started. I pointed out that at our 
current rate of descent (which we knew we might not maintain since the trail hadn't been broktn) it 
would be dark by the time we got out, if we went down the long route. And, if for some strange reason 
we lost the trail going down, well, there were a lot of c l i s  we would have to avoid On the other 
hand, it would probably still be light if we took the short trail down. The day had been plenty long 
enough already, so we took the short trail. Ed noticed at one point the tracks coming onto the trail 
from the woods, that we had made on our way up. At the lake, we met some people who were camped 
there, who had followed our trail up and were sort of annoyed about it (it wasn't much of a trail, and 
had taken them over 300 feet up higher than they needed to go.) 

Beyond that point, the trail fown had not been broken. Trying to follow the trail was sort of like a 
game of c o ~ e c t  the dots, wlth the trail markers as the dots. The only problem was that you sometimes 
couldn't see one dot from the next, and with untracked snow it wasn't obvious where the trail went. 
The sun had also set by this point. Sometimes we had to guess where the trail went; forhmately we 
guessed well. At one point we crossed some other tracks that I wondered about. A little later I realized 
that those tracks were the ones we had made going up. The trail had switchbacked, but we hadn't. We 
lost the trail again at one point, but a couple of people in the group had hiked it before and knew that it 
went to the right around the hill in front of us. Then we found the packed trail again that we had gone 
up on, and finished the h i e  on it, just before it got dark. 

PRENOTE TO THE JOE SKIER SKETCH- 

Tbe Joe Skier sketch included in this edition of the Cairn was adaped from (embellished from) an 
incident which happened on a recent skiiig trip to the Merck Farmland / Skiing Center in Vermont 'Ibe 
day was pleasant and the skiing good, but at the end, the clouds were rolling in and we were preparing to 
ski back to the car. Well, I had secured am of my feet into a ski and then accidentally kicked the other 
ski. It soxt of swooshed into a small bank of trees and I figured that it would slow down and stop, so I just 
stood there and stared at it. Ihe  ski, realizing that I was not going to pursue it, slid down over a hill into a 
cow pasture and kept on going. And going and going. It must have had a pretty good tailwind because it 
didn't stop until it ran into a road about a half mile away, but I eventually caught up to it and then amused 
myself by watching Ed's smooth-as-molasses telemarking style: skii i i  CRASH skiiiii skiiiiii 
skjiiCRASH CRASH CRASH. I'll be the fmt to admit that I don't even have a skiing style, but it 
certainly was interesting to watch something that close to slapstick in real life. 





Top 10 reason's to come to the next Empire Orienteering meet. 

by Brian Moore 

10. You'll get a really neat map. 
9. If you don't know what to do with the really neat map, there are plenty of people around who , 

would be happy to explain it to you. 
8. You get to follow the map through the forest looking for orange and white things hanging 
from trees. 
7. If you don't want anyone to keep track of how long it takes you, no one will. 
6. More fun than studying on a weekend. 
5. You'll get lost. 
4. You'll figure out where you are. 
3. If you're not more careful, you'll get to do reasons number 5 and 4 se9eral more times. 
2. You can tell all your friends you went onenteering, and get blank looks as they wonder what 
that means. 
1. You'll have a great ,time. It really is more fun than it sounds. 

I 
Some onenteering quotations: 

- I have never been lost, but I will admit to W i g  confused for several weeks. (Daniel Boone) 

- If you're not sure where you're going you're liable to end up someplace else. 

Corollary: 
- If you don't know where you're going stop before you get there. . 

- You can't get where you're going if you don't know where you are. 

- Chekov: "Admit it - we're lost!" 
Sulu: "Yes, but we are making good time ..." 
(Star Trek) 

Editor's note: 

This edition of the Cairn has been co-edited by myself and Dan Breton, the previous editor. Thanks 
Dan. Dan actually did the hard part: convincing people to write for the Cairn. I just stuck the pieces 
together. Keep those pieces coming. I know the next issue of the Cairn may seem a long way off, but 
I'll bet many of you just got back from adventurous spring break hips that would make great stories 
for the next issue. So, write them up and give them to me now; don't wait 'till the memories are fading 
and you get hit by the end of the year workload. 

After you've written something (or drawn a sketch, or taken a photo) you can get it to me in many 
ways: 
Email to mooreb@rpi.edu. 
Put it in your public directory and tell me it's there. 
For drawings & pictures, or printouts: 
Give them to me at a meeting. 
Put them in my mailbox in Amos Eaton 119. 
Or, just tell me (phone 276-5953, or in person, or by email) you've got something and 1'11 come pick it 
UP* 

Any thoughts or comments about d o n l i n e  format for the Cairn are welcome. Paper versions are still 
available in the Pit. 

- Brian Moore 


